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Some easy to understand numbers 

NZ gross GHG emissions is 80 M/tons 

After 2020 the forestry offset drops to 12 M/tons 

The 1,000,000 hectare tree planting will generate 26 M/tons per year [ if all Radiata Pine ]? 

Any other species of trees will capture less in varying degrees 

A PROPER STUDY SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN OF HOW MANY HECTARES OF TREES CAN BE PLANTED 

AND OF WHAT TYPE AND WHERE. 

The price of carbon credits will be the driving force of how many trees are planted, and would also 

define the NZ ETS program. 

For instance we could have up to 50 M/tons of carbon credits a year @ $25.00 = $1.25 

billion a year.  

We need to consider whether forest owners be able to sell the credits overseas? 

 

Consider modest reductions in our present emissions profile : 

Below are in M/Tons with possible reductions 

 Source Current Possible Remaining 

  Emissions Reductions Emissions 

 

Waste 4 1 3  

Industrial Proc.  5  1 4 

Transport 14 7 7 

Energy 21 6 15 

Agriculture 36 5 31 

Total 80  20  60 

 

This leaves 10 M/tons to be further offset or reductions to be worked on to reach Net Zero by 2050. 

Consider that around 2050 a lot of trees could be cut down with significant emissions, or do 

we plant and leave for 60yrs or more. 

One needs to consider the design demands on the ETS with all those carbon credits being available 

per year, with the requirements for a decent return for the forestry and the carbon emitter being 

able to buy. 

 

Much discussion in the report was about increasing the price of carbon over the next 30yrs, so the 

mechanism needs to be clarified. The mechanism is not explained [ free market , cap , or policy 

decision] 

 

Consider the process of forcing change to cleaner technologies by increasing the carbon price. This 

change is as yet unspecified except cars to EVs. 

 



For example 1 litre of petrol produces 2392 gms of Co2, or about 0.05 c/litre at $25/tonne. That 

means only 23cents per $100 CARBON PRICE. 

It is most likely that the price of carbon would have to be $500.00 per ton [ $1.15c/ litre ] to change 

cars to EVs in any great numbers. 

Commercial vehicles will pass on any increased cost to the consumer , unless there is 

alterative EV with 1000 km one charge vehicles. 

Another example is if the whole Dairy industry processing plants wanted to go to electricity for heat 

generation,[NOT FEASIBLE YET] is there enough generation capacity,[NO] and would the grid support 

this?[NO] 

 

WHAT THE NZ ETS HAS TO DO IS SUPPORT CHANGE , NOT FORCE CHANGE, 

 There-in is the delicate balance of price of carbon to encourage change where there is alternatives, 

and phasing in others and wait for the tech to catch up. 

 

The 3 scenarios. 

Some good points made but there are real concerns about the assumption that 500,000 to 

1,000,000 hectares of rich fertile dairy land is going into Horticulture. 

The report needs to consider what sort of horticulture, the scale, [export or home consumption] or 

in what areas is this most likely. On past experience in NZ it takes 20 yrs to mature a new industry , 

build processing and secure markets. 

Almost everything that grows in the world has been tried NZ, so we need it start now and keep 

foremost in our mind Climate Proof FOOD. And Horticulture that does not disturb the soil. 

Lastly if the sciences are right we will have a rising sea level of 1 to 3 meters by 2100 . This will 

change our coastal areas, roads, cities and food production for ever, so we need to plan and budget 

for it. 

 
 
Overseer 
 
What are the advantages and disadvantages of the following options for a point of  obligation for 
agricultural emissions within the NZ ETS? 

 Full processor level 

 Full farm level, only including farms above a minimum size threshold. A point of obligation at the 

processor level could be used for farms beneath the threshold and for all horticulture and cropping 

 Farm level for dairying, only including dairy farms above a minimum size threshold; processor level 

for sheep and beef cattle (and other livestock) farming, and for horticulture and cropping. 
 

What other point of obligation approaches should the Commission consider?  

I wish to make 2 points. 

Overseer is not a legal instrument . It processes remains secret to the owners. If it needs to have 

more public money to upgrade it then the processes use should be public , Peer reviewed. My 

understanding is that results  

from Overseer are not expert evidence at RMA hearings. 

The commission needs a program/process that identifies the difference  between various pathways to 

decreases GHG. The biggest indicator of GHG is production [MS], not cow numbers. 

 Decreasing or more efficient use of  inputs of Nitrogen is needed but continued for many years 

decreases fertility and mines the soil. 



 In all other GHG reduction processes the information is available of the present level/amount and 

over time how much it changes. Farmers need that to at farm level, to make it real. 

If I was paying for the GHG emissions @$25 tonne, or more, I need to know how much various 

options change that cost. 

Less cows by 10% and up to 20% could mean the same overall production [MS]. 

Some info in the Dairy Sector is we go back to grass only, no inputs , starving cows at times . been 

there done that. On my farm production would drop 25%. Great for GHG emission’s but the farm will 

be broke in 5 yrs   

    

Conclusion 

 

The Productivity Commission paper is a good start, but needs further consideration in the social and 

change dynamics of transformation. I hope the actual cost of  the  transition and who pays 

what/when before decisions are made. 
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